Trans Tech and Motiv Power Systems have come together to re-energize an American icon. We all know the yellow school bus is the safest way to get to school, now it is also the cleanest. Introducing the all-electric eSeries by Trans Tech.

**eSeries All-Electric Highlights:**
- All-electric and Aerodynamic
- Range - 80 to 120 miles
- Top speed - 60 mph
- Power - 150kw/200 HP
- Torque - 1,200 Nm/885 ft-lbs
- Full charge time - 8 hrs
- Universal Fast Charger (208-480 Volts AC / 1 or 3 Phase)
- Zero emissions powertrain by Motiv Power Systems

**eSeries Environmental and Cost Benefits:**
- Zero vehicle emissions
- Reduce fuel expense by using low-cost electricity
- Significantly reduced service and maintenance costs
- Quieter ride for passengers
- Cloud-based efficiency monitoring system
- Conveniently charges overnight during off-peak power demand

**eSeries Toughness and Versatility:**
- Pan-formed floors provide Type-C Bus strength and resist corrosion
- Bolted safety-cage provides enhanced crash protection
- Steel skins available for increased toughness on all dual wheel models
- Versa-Track seating ensures maximum versatility and safety
- Single-seam roof construction reduces maintenance costs
- Tran Tech’s industry-leading warranty 3 year/60,000 mile
- American-made on a Ford chassis

The eSeries by Trans Tech... an American icon re-energized by the power of electricity.
Meet the eSeries

all-electric school bus
by Trans Tech – powered by Motiv Power Systems

Vehicle Adapts to Changing Battery Technology with Motiv’s Proprietary Electric Powertrain Control System

Real Time, Cloud-Based, Monitoring System for Maximum Efficiency

Convenient Universal Fast Charger

Modular System Allows Vehicle to Stay Current with Latest Electric Vehicle Advancements

SST e
The 25 passenger SST’s optional flat-floor provides versatility, while its all-electric powertrain makes this dual-wheel a sustainable alternative.

The eSeries by Trans Tech...
an American icon re-energized by the power of electricity.
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